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Carol’s Pub
4659 North Clark Street
Chicago, IL 60640

Ed Warm
312.493.80511
edwarm@joesbar.com

PLAN OF OPERATION FOR A TAVERN LIQUOR LICENSE
1. Hours of Operation: Carol’s agrees to operate during the legally permissible hours of
operation for Taverns as authorized by the City of Chicago, including not opening on
Sundays until 11am.
2. Carol’s will install and maintain security cameras and lighting at the entrance/exit door
and provide ample cameras and lighting around exterior of the building. The goal would
be to cover up and down Clark St, up and down Leland, and be able to capture the
streets as well. We will want to be a resource for that block in case video footage is
needed for anything.
3. Carol’s plans on having an opening time on weekdays (M-F) of 4pm to avoid the all-day,
old school mentality that was previously there. Notable exceptions will include some
Cubs games, neighborhood celebrations and parades. Weekend hours will tentatively be
scheduled to open at 11:30am or so.
4. Carol’s will monitor the area in and around the premises and guard against the service
of alcohol to minors. Carol’s will also assure that no patrons will be allowed to bring
alcohol outside of Carol’s.
5. Carol’s will display a sign inside the premises that reads, “Please Respect Our Neighbors,
Please Exit Quietly and Do Not Loiter.” Personnel will be at the entrance of the tavern
making sure customers comply.
6. Carol’s agrees to attend all CAPS meetings. We will meet with the alderman, police
commander and community residents to discuss any problems that may occur.
7. Carol’s will monitor the area around the business and the nearby area from open to
close and keep it clean, free of garbage and debris.
8. Carol’s will maintain an internal log of any incident of any possible unlawful activity on
our outside premises. We will immediately contact the police if any illegal activity
occurs.
9. All staff will be BASSET certified.

